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THE INSIDE STORY OF MY BATCH BLOGGING
BEFORE BABY CHALLENGE.
In 2016 I was due to have my second baby and I decided to batch my blog
and automate my social media as much as I possibly could before the baby
was born.
I set myself a 4 week challenge to do all this, and I sent regular updates
from the challenge to the Too Busy To Blog list.
The blog I batched for was londonhiker.com, a niche website aimed at
Londoners who love hiking!
Here are the unedited, honest, raw and real despatches from the frontline
of batch blogging while I attempted to batch my blog with barely any time to
work and being heavily pregnant.
You'll read about my feelings, frustrations and struggles as well as my
mindset and practical tips and insights I discovered along the way.
Enjoy!

Catherine Redfern
http://www.toobusytoblog.co.uk/
p.s. Don't forget to join the Too Busy To Blog Facebook Group to discuss all
things batching with little time.
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WEEK ONE
DESPATCH #1
It's Week 1 of my batching before baby challenge.
I'm going to try to send you regular despatches from the challenge to let you
know how I'm getting on and give you some insights into how I'm trying to
do this and honestly, the things I'm struggling with.
Week 1: my challenge this week is to batch create & automate
Facebook Page posts for at least 4 weeks twice daily.
WHY? So that I can have the next 3 weeks free to work on batch
creating my BLOG posts without going AWOL from social media while I
do it!
ACTUALLY - I already have my Twitter automated - more on this another
time - so I'm focusing this week on my Facebook Page for London Hiker.
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My updates there have been mostly manual and sporadic - every time I add
a new blog post, I post it there of course, and sometimes I add things that I
see and feel it's relevant to share, but it's incredibly time consuming and I
NEED to find a better way of managing this whilst still being useful to
people.
So my goal for this week (I know it's Thursday already as I write this!) was to
batch create at least 4 week's worth of twice daily Facebook updates on my
Page.
Here's some reports from the frontline... I wrote this on Tuesday night.
TUESDAY EVENING REPORT
Not exactly off to a flying start... It's already Tuesday and I haven't achieved
anything - YET.
But I have good excuses.
Monday was a bank holiday so we were busy all day visiting friends.
Actually, I'd tried to scrounge an hour of computer time in the
morning while we weren't busy.
"Do you want an hour on the computer?" I'd suggested to S's Dad, “while I
look after him” (our 3 year old) “and then we'll swap?”
So we played building train track for an hour or so, then it was my turn.
But I'd only been logged on for 5 minutes before our friends finally texted
to say they could meet us for lunch, so we had to drop everything and
scramble to get out and get to the train station.
I admit I was a tad disgruntled.
Never mind, I thought as I closed the laptop through gritted teeth, I can do
my work after visiting our friends – I didn't expect we'd be out all
afternoon.
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But of course we were, and yes it was lovely of course. Pub lunch turned
into park playground, and the preschoolers played 'backwards train' on the
balance bars, in between a mini meltdown from S. And it was all lovely.
We eventually got home for tea time. So no time to work before our food.
And after food & bathtime & bedtime I was exhausted and in no frame of
mind to work at all.
Being on my feet most of the afternoon, heavily pregnant, and having
health issues too disgusting to mention was taking it out of me.
Evenings are not much good for working anyway for several reasons:
1) I'm physically shattered
2) I'm mentally drained
3) The wifi in our current abode (temporary living with my parents whilst
we move house) is atrocious, so there's only so much I can do online.
Monday, I gave up on getting anything done and went to bed.
That was Monday.
On Tuesday, I had no child free time scheduled in anyway.
We spent a lovely morning playing, and in the afternoon, went to our
regular activity at a beautiful outdoorsy preschool group.
Knowing my challenge would be flagging with no work on it, the best I
could manage was to jot down a few scruffy ideas for social media content
on a notepad whilst I ate my breakfast.
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TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: work time does not always mean
computer time. I get incredibly frustrated when days go by without me
being able to sit down in front of the computer, but ideas/planning can
be had in spare moments, brainstormed on paper and recorded for
action later.
So we collected sticks, daisies and feathers, and walked back along forgetme-not strewn quiet country paths to the station.

This is the kind of lifestyle I wanted when we moved house, and I
appreciated it all.
After S went to sleep I dozed for a bit on his bed (a sleeping child is
contagious I find) and finally dragged myself out at 8pm and started to
tinker about with my new website (Too Busy To Blog, where you signed up
for these emails).
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By 10pm I had finished the landing page, thank you page, uploaded the
resource guide I'd created last week and made some tentative scary as hell
steps to 'go public' on the entire project (always the hardest thing for
someone who likes to stay behind the scenes).
Wifi was working well (woohoo!), so I created some images for Too Busy To
Blog and planned out the rest of my week and wrote up this log.
It's rare I work for 2 hours or more in an evening – normally I'm too
exhausted and/or just want to chill out and watch TV or do some craft (my
latest is bobbin lace making!).
But tonight it worked out well, although I wasn't actually really working on
the batching challenge, but mostly preparing info for you/Too Busy to Blog.
TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: I don't reply on working every evening,
but if I do, I start for 5 minutes and see if I have the energy to carry on.
I also focus on 'easier' jobs that I don't need dedicated, focused,
'energy' time to do them justice. I do most of my 'big' tasks during
dedicated daytime childcare hours. For me, tinkering about with
setting up a website is a fun, relatively easy and enjoyable task I am
able to achieve in the evening.
However, I did plot out my specific GOAL for the week to keep me focused,
and plotted out WHEN I was going to do this and a goal for each work
session.
I'll be sharing more about how I do this and why in the batching basics
videos I'll be sending you soon.
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GOAL

BATCH CREATE & SCHEDULE 56 FACEBOOK PAGE POSTS +
AUTOMATE AS MANY AS POSSIBLE
(2X DAILY FOR 4 WEEKS)
DATE
AM
PM
EVENING

MON
02/05/16

-

-

-

03/05/16

-

-

-

04/05/16

-

2 HR 45
NURSERY

-

05/05/16

3 HR
GRANDPARENTS

3 HR
GRANDPARENTS

-

06/05/16

-

2 HR 45
NURSERY

-

TUE
WED

THU

FRI

SAT
07/05/16
SUN
08/05/16
The next day (Wednesday) was my first day of the week with actual
dedicated child free computer time (i.e. childcare). Wifi should be working
during the daytime - and I'll be able to power along and get a lot done – in
theory. Stay tuned to see how it turned out!
END OF DESPATCH
Speak again soon!
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WEEK ONE
DESPATCH #2
Here's another despatch from my batching challenge.
As I write these notes it's DAY 3 of Week 1 (WEDNESDAY) and it's the first day
this week I ACTUALLY have dedicated childfree time as S is going to
NURSERY for 3 whole hours this afternoon.
He hasn't been going for very long - before we moved house he used to play
in creche at my gym for 2 hours, about 3 times a week, while I worked in the
cafe there.
3 hours seems a luxury now!
I'm actually incredibly lucky since the Nursery is literally next door to my
parent's house, where we are currently living whilst/until we buy/move into
our a new house.
Previously I would walk 30 minutes to the gym creche & 30 minutes back.
Some days I'd spend what felt like almost all day preparing & working
towards just 1 hour of work time.
To be honest when you have only pockets of time to work on my own
passions & projects sometimes it feels like the whole week is spent looking
forward to them.
And I don't think my parents or anyone really understand how important
and sacred this time is to me...
(They don't really understand what I'm doing online anyway.)
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For example, S's Dad is employed & working remotely from home. My
parents tiptoe around him, they've given him his own room for his office
and they treat his working time as sacred.
Which is great and wonderful, obviously, and we're extremely lucky that he
can do that.
BUT... I can't say I haven't noticed that when I finally get on my laptop to
work on my stuff for (say) a precious 2 hours for the first time for several
days, they regularly wander in and chat with me about random stuff whilst
I'm meanwhile trying to be 100% focussed and trying to get done in 2 hours
what most people spend 5 doing.
It's a bit... difficult.
And I end up feeling like a rude bitch while I try my hardest to type and
focus and work with all this going on around me.
But there isn't anywhere else I can go to work around here (no cafes, etc).
It's why I only tend to record videos when everyone has gone out of the
house.
This all sounds a bit too much like #firstworldproblems ungrateful moaning
right? So let's move on.
Anyway.... Wednesday.
Nursery.
3 hours.
And that is IT for the day... there's NO work time available in the evening, my
doula is coming over to talk about 'active childbirth' and whatnot so no
evening time to do anything.
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3 hours and THAT'S IT for the day.
So Nursery next door is easy, but I had to literally physically drag him there
(he wasn't crying or upset, just being reluctant and miserable even though 5
minutes later he loves it).
It's not the nicest way to start my work chunk. I have to shake off the
upsetting, shaken feelings I have from taking him somewhere he doesn't
want to go and try to get into a positive frame of mind for getting shit done.
So I come back from Nursery, 12.40pm.
And then it was all our lunch time, because today we had it after S went to
Nursery, not before.
So at least 45 minutes of my 3 hours work chunk was spent not working.
3 hours of work time?
No, no no - actually 2.
Okay, deep breath, RECALIBRATING.
To be honest there's so much I need to do right now during this childfree
time. I could spend 15 minutes of my childfree time having a nice shower,
but I'm so reluctant to spend my precious, sacred time on basic
maintenance.
(Incidentally, I read some comments on a Facebook post about mums 'me
time' the other day and it was so depressing, women saying their only 'me
time' was 5 minutes in a shower, what the f ? that's not me time that's basic
hygiene? But I get it - sometimes I can't even go to the toilet when I want to
and it totally sucks, anyway...)
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TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Work chunks are not always what they
appear. 3 hours in Nursery is actually most likely 2 to work, when you
count dropping off, walking back, logging on, setting up, toilet breaks,
coffee breaks, wifi breakdowns, shutting down, going back to pick up
child, etc. I need to ADJUST MY EXPECTATIONS accordingly and don't
assume I have 3 hours when actually I have 2(ish) because I'll be
disappointed.
So I have my work time and I start to BATCH Facebook Page Posts.
I start by doing some investigation into the best times of day to post on
Facebook and content curation (i.e. finding great content to share).
That done, I re-adjust my Buffer schedule accordingly (Buffer is the main
app I use for scheduling social media).
For about 1hr 15 minutes, I find, curate & batch buffer gorgeous images of
London walks to share on my FB page.
Reason: people like images, it's a fast one to schedule, it's a quick win to get
loads buffered in a short time.
I make sure I'm doing it in an ethical way ensuring the image creators are
credited, obviously.
I scroll up and down the Buffer timeline spreading out the images over the
weeks. It's a bit annoying, maybe there's an easier way to spread them out?
I switch to finding news articles of interest to my audience and buffer those
in.
I add in a few random questions to spark discussion & engagement.
I try doing a few shares from other people's Facebook posts.
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I add a few photos of my own into the mix.
I've done a lot but it feels a bit unfocused and scattergun at the moment.
I've got to keep focused on the reason WHY I have a facebook page. Which is
to send people over to MY website.
I haven't actually scheduled any posts doing that YET but I decide to spend
the next work session focusing on that, hopefully by investigating how to
automate sharing my OWN content to Facebook.
TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Stay focused on the PURPOSE of the
activity... think strategy... not work for work's sake otherwise what's
the point? Remember: WHY am I doing this?
I take a few screenshots from the 'insights' pages so I can track if all this is
having any impact.
And it's nearly time to stop. Scores on the doors?
38 posts buffered.

What was my original goal? 15 for the work session?
Ok so perhaps I completely underestimated my goal? I like over achieving
but perhaps I need to re-assess.
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However, I've focused on quick & easy updates today, and sharing others'
content - I suspect my own will take more time.
Next work session plan = investigate automation and focus getting people
over to my own website.
END OF DESPATCH
Speak again soon!
Catherine
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WEEK ONE
DESPATCH #3
WEEK 1: THURSDAY DESPATCH (obviously I'm having to write & send you
these a few days later!)
It's Thursday! This is a great day - S's grandparents take him for pretty much
the whole day.
It's something I'm not used to - and is a major bonus for us moving house
so we're closer to them!
Previously I never would have been able to work for more than 2 hours in a
block.
We didn't live close enough for them to babysit - we had no one nearby.
My old work routine before I moved house was like this:
• Monday 2 hours @ creche time (for a long time it was only 1 hour each
time, then 1.5 hours, and eventually 2)
• Tuesday 1 hour @ friend's house (we each worked for 1 hour then
swapped, she was doing a PhD)
• Wednesday 2 hours @ creche
• Friday 2 hours @ creche
• Weekend - busy doing activities, seeing friends, having sunday lunches
etc. Maybe 1-2 hours?
...plus any random evening time I might be feeling energetic enough to
squeeze in.
As I've mentioned before there is no naptime anymore - that stopped at
about 2 years old...
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ANYWAY: So I'm lucky, because today I have several hours to play with.
(Strangely I still feel guilty about having such a long time childfree to work,
and depending on other people, odd huh?)
I start my work session by writing a list of what I want to achieve - this
includes some non-work/blogging tasks like buying a present for someone
and popping to a Pharmacy to sort out my too-disgusting-to-mention health
"issues".
I start at 10.30 and here's how it goes down.
First - crank on some banging tunes on YouTube.
(Underworld - MOANER is amazing for working fast to!)
10.30 - 11: Write & send out Too Busy to Blog 1st Despatch to you
11 - 11.30: Create embed page for, and schedule email, & create
autoresponder for my first Batching Basics video Part 1 which I prerecorded the previous week.
11.30 - 12: Social media & email communication / replies on London Hiker,
Too Busy to Blog, Twitter, various Facebook groups
12 - 12.30: Write Too Busy to Blog 2nd Despatch to send out another day
12.30 - prise myself off the chair, bum aching.
lunch, shower, screen break.
NOTE I HAVE NOT SPENT ANY TIME YET ON MY ACTUAL SOCIAL MEDIA
BATCHING CHALLENGE!
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(You might have noticed I am actually doing the batching challenge AND all
the Too Busy to Blog stuff simultaneously because I'm stupid like that)
Time to get started on that now.
1.30 - 2.30 Install and set up plugin for automatically posting old Wordpress
posts to Facebook Page (called Revive Old Posts). This should post old blogs
to my Facebook Page automatically every X number of hours.
(I learned about this plugin via Sam Dounis)
There's a free and pro version.
Turns out you have to get the pro version to get specific images posted.
I do a test post. It's ok I guess but looks a bit clunky - it's pulled an image
from the sidebar and cut off some text.

I tweak the settings and think, hmm, well we'll see how this goes.
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(I've actually got high hopes for another free system called SocialJukekbox
which is due to launch for Facebook in a few weeks. I've been using the
Twitter version for a while now and it's great, so when that's launched I'll
definitely investigate that further).
Wifi goes down at 2pm.... sigh....
2.30pm I've been sitting down for too long indoors. I head out for a walk to
get some fresh air and stretch my legs.
My slow pregnant waddle means I'm back at 3.30.
I then do my non-work tasks, sit in the garden for a bit and start cooking /
preparing tea for everyone around 4.30.
No more work time today.
I've only spent 1 hour working on my actual batching challenge because I
decided to focus on automation solutions today.
TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Automation really is the BEST way to
make the most of time. 1 hour spent setting up the plugin = infinite
automated posts without my manual input... compared to several
HOURS spent batch buffering individual posts in previous work
sessions.
Next work session goal - finish off batching/buffering more content to
Facebook, more strategic, more customised posts ideally. Review how the
plugin is working.
END OF DESPATCH
Speak again soon!
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WEEK ONE
DESPATCH #4
WEEK 1: END OF WEEK REPORT
Here's how the week went down - I'm going to count time ONLY spent
working on this challenge not time I spent working on other things (such as
my Too Busy to Blog stuff, like emails like this).
MONDAY
No time to work on the batching challenge.
TUESDAY
On paper only (no computer time), brainstormed ideas for Facebook post
content & set my goals for the week which was to create 56 Facebook page
posts, to post twice daily for 4 weeks by automation and scheduling. Also set
goals for each work session I had. Approx 30 minutes
WEDNESDAY
Worked out / investigate best times of day to post on Facebook page. 30
minutes
Started batch scheduling individual posts, mainly content curated from
other / external sources. 1 hr 15 minutes = 38 posts batch scheduled
THURSDAY
Installed and set up plugin for automatically posting old Wordpress posts to
Facebook Page (called Revive Old Posts). This should post old blogs to my
Facebook Page automatically every X number of hours. 1 hour
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FRIDAY
Nursery again - approx 2.5 hours to work.
Jot down timings for tasks.

(I had a great question about this which I'll try to answer in another email,
about whether my timings usually work out right or not.)
Actually I'd only planned out 1 hr 15 minutes to work on the batching
challenge because the rest of the time I needed to spend working on Too
Busy To Blog stuff like these emails and other bits and pieces.
Anyway I reviewed how the plugin was working & tweaked some settings.
One of the posts that got automatically posted at some weird random hour
of day (like early morning?) had had over 1000+ views. That doesn't normally
happen. There might be something to this.
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Attempt to create my own quote cards to post on Facebook pages (like this):

I create a simple quote template in Canva.com.
I used a simple template layout from Canva & tweak it a bit. I could make a
better one but I just know this could drag on indefinitely and time is running
out.
TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Move on when the task is 'good enough'.
Don't get sucked into tinkering around with something for ages. JUST
MOVE ON.
I copy the template & create 30 with different background pictures. This is
pretty fast, using a mix of my own images and Canva's free ones.
Start researching quotes to use. I dig out a book I've got which is essentially
full of walking quotes and try to find some from there.
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I google quotes online, too.
This turns out to be pretty time consuming. Finding the right/relevant quote
not just any old crap, matching it to a suitable image, and getting the font
size to look right, etc.
ARGH IT'S SO SLOOOOOW
After 1 hr and 15 minutes I have precisely 7 finished quote card images
completed, with a further 23 ready for text to be added. I reckon another
hour or so could get those done, but I've got to stop for the day now.
I schedule the finished quote cards into buffer and that's it, I have to stop.
But, another hour and I could probably get those other quotes finished.
Whether it's worth the effort - I'm not so sure. I'll see how the ones I did
work out for now I think. The templates are there for me to use when I have
time.
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TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Some things are maybe more trouble
then they're worth for the time you have to spend on them... but you
usually only find out after trying it...
HOW DID I DO?
I managed to get 4 week's of twice daily posts scheduled in PLUS additional
automated posts from the Revive Old Post plugin.

Thing is by the end of the week in which I did this, 1 week had already gone
by!
TOO BUSY TO BLOG INSIGHT: Probably worth posting less often and
being able to spread out the updates over a longer period. IDEALISTIC
is good but sometimes you've got to be REALISTIC especially when
you're about to pop a baby out
End of week results from Facebook Page Insights:
Page likes up 225%
Page views up 160%
People reached up 231%
Post engagement up 216%
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ACTUAL TIME SPENT WORKING SPECIFICALLY ON BATCHING
CHALLENGE = 4 HOURS
NOT BAD NOT BAD!
END OF WEEK 1
NEXT WEEK - BATCH BLOGGING STARTS. LET'S DO THIS
Stay tuned
MY 30 MINUTES IS UP.... END OF DESPATCH
Speak again soon!
Catherine
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WEEK TWO
DESPATCH #5
Week 2 & 3: my challenge this fortnight is to batch create at least 8
blog posts which I'll then schedule to be posted every 2 weeks for 16
weeks!
WHY? So I can stay present online & continue to serve my readers
whilst I have my second baby (due 11 date June)!
WEEK 2: END OF WEEK REPORT
So the next two weeks are all about batch blog creation.
How did the first week go?
Here's the time I spent working on the batching challenge:
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WEEKEND
I didn't have computer time, but I spent some time (? 20 minutes ?) in the
garden brainstorming some blog topic ideas while S had fun watering all the
plants.
When I was running a blog whilst working full time, I would spend my
commuting time on the tube doing stuff like this. Almost every tube journey
was spent brainstorming, plotting, planning, dreaming, getting my ideas
down on paper whilst I travelled to my job!

MONDAY
During S's 3 hours at nursery, I spent 1 HOUR batch creating 8 blog title
images in Canva.
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WEDNESDAY
Another nursery work session...! Time to actually start on the blog
creation. :-)
I start work at 12.30 with a 20 minute break for lunch at about 1 o'clock...
and re-start at 13.30.
By 13.40 I finished my first blog post. Time per blog post = 70 minutes
13.45 - 14.30 Second blog post done. = 45 minutes (wow that was fast).
Actually it's a format I've never tried before, it was fast to put together, but
I'd want to see how it works and if people seem to like it.
14.30 - 15.10 Blog post 3 started (but not finished). I had to stop at 15.10 to
start other unrelated work.
I was pretty pleased... total work time was 2 hours + 10 minutes, and I
managed to create 2 blogs + started another, with a ton of interruptions and
family members continually (or so it seemed) walking in and distracting me
about 10 times. Bless em!
Anyway - the secret for these fast blogs is to choose FAST blog formats (I'll
talk a lot more about these in the Batch Create & Automate Bootcamp).
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FRIDAY
Friday's nursery session was spent finishing off Blog #3. Because it was a bit
of a more complicated format, it took me another 2 hours to finish this one.
Total time for blog #3 = 2 hours 40 minutes
I spent the other 30 minutes of my 2.5 hours working on other things (such
as Too Busy To Blog).
I didn't have any time to work on Friday evening, Saturday or Sunday as we
had friends visiting and we were busy all weekend with them, having fun
and watching the Eurovision song contest (so much fun!).
On Sunday I was too exhausted to do any work and just collapsed in bed!
END OF WEEK REPORT:
Total time spent on batch blogging = 5 hours 30 minutes
Total achieved = 3 blog posts finished, title images for 8 created.
Progress I feel is not bad.... the 3rd post took a lot longer than the others
did, so that slowed me down a bit.
Next week I should have more time to blog as I have some childcare from
grandparents again (yay!) so should be able to get cracking on finishing the
remaining 5 blog posts.
COME ON CATHERINE YOU CAN DO IT
NEXT WEEK - BATCH BLOGGING CONTINUES!
Stay tuned
MY 30 MINUTES IS UP.... END OF DESPATCH
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WEEK THREE
DESPATCH #6
WEEK 3: END OF WEEK REPORT
The other day I looked at my diary and had a 'SHHHIIIITTTTT baby's coming
soon' moment.
I'm 37 weeks now... yikes!
I find that this is an extremely good motivation for being extremely
productive and STRATEGIC about what I'm doing...
....because a) I need to use my energy wisely and b) it's flipping eck it's HARD
to work with someone constantly squirming like a bucket of eels in your
belly while you're trying to type or even just sit down with any level of
comfort.

(Oh by the way apparently the baby is 'big'. I've been trying to hide this
news from my nether regions which remain in blissful ignorance so far).
An imminent baby certainly gives me a sense of urgency for getting all this
blogging challenge out of the way.
And maybe this is part of it too, but I keep being tempted to start ridiculous
mega projects, like knitting a huge blanket. WHAT IS WRONG WITH ME?!
Anyway - I knuckled down last week and GOT TO WORK on my blog - in the
tiny time I had, with plentiful interruptions still occurring.

(During one short, precious work session I decided to make a note of how
many times I was interrupted whilst I was trying to work. I stopped counting
after 7 times in 45 minutes. And I'm not talking about my 3 year old - he was
in nursery! Ahem.).
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ANYWAY.
I'm pleased to report I managed it!
Yep - I created 8 blog posts over the last 2 weeks and met my goal
WAHOO!

Here's how much time I spent on each of them:
CREATING BLOG TITLE IMAGES X 8 = 60 minutes
BLOG 1 = 40 minutes
BLOG 2 = 45 minutes
BLOG 3 = 100 minutes
BLOG 4 = 75 minutes
BLOG 5 = 45 minutes
BLOG 6 = 75 minutes
BLOG 7 = 60 minutes
BLOG 8 = 60 minutes
TOTAL TIME SPENT = 9 hours + 20 minutes (worked over two weeks)
AVERAGE TIME PER BLOG POST = 70 minutes
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I worked mostly in blocks of 2 hours, when my son was in the nursery.
And when it was time to bring him back, I'd shut down the laptop for the day
and we'd play in the garden for the rest of the afternoon.

So I'm going to posting these blogs up on LondonHiker.com fortnightly over
the next 16 weeks which will enable me to keep my blog running until
September - freeing me up to relax and try to get as much sleep as I can
when baby comes.
WHAT A RELIEF.
I LOVE the feeling of having completed this job - I've built up a great bank of
blog posts, and it feels so good to be able to know I can switch my attention
to other projects and activities and still keep my blog active.
THIS WEEK = THE FINAL WEEK OF MY BATCH BLOGGING BEFORE BABY
CHALLENGE.
This is the easy bit in a way - I just need to batch write 8 email newsletters
matching to the 8 posts I created, so that I can post these out to my mailing
list over the next 16 weeks.
I'm estimating 30 minutes per email although in practice it's taking me 20 or
15 so far.
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So it should take me 4 hours in total, which hopefully leaves me with enough
time to work on other things LIKE the things I'm sending out to YOU now
and creating content for the Batch Create & Automate Bootcamp course
I'm creating (did I mention having an imminent baby makes me a bit stupid
like that?).
Gotta get going - my 30 minutes is up.
Speak to you later in the week!
By the way if you're not there already please join me on:
• Facebook
• Instagram
I made my own hashtag #toobusytoblog :D
Catherine
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WEEK FOUR
DESPATCH #7
Weeks 4: my challenge was to batch create the 8 email newsletters
corresponding to the 8 blog posts which I batch created last week!
WEEK 4: END OF WEEK REPORT
I'm finding it REALLY hard to sleep right now.
Firstly baby thinks midnight is a good time to practice hiccoughing and
breakdancing - kickboxing - or whatever the flip it's doing in there - trying to
get into a comfortable position probably (well baby I know how you feel).
But probably mostly my brain is firing on all cylinders and won't relax.
(Despite me listening to relaxing birth affirmation / meditation mp3s in bed:
"I am completely, deeply and wonderfully relaxed").
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I'm sure being about to have a baby at any moment sends me a bit doolally
and I try to DO ALL THE THINGS because I feel like I have a ticking clock
above my head going 'ANY time now! Could be ANY moment you know!'
...and so my brain replies but wahhh I've got to finish this work and but but
but I've got to create this e-course I've been planning since SEPTEMBER but I
couldn't make it because I was so tired because of being pregnant and now I
have no choice and I really really REALLY want to make it NOW and f*ck it
I'm going to try anyway
So I've been breaking my own rule (i.e. focus on one deliverable per
week) and simultaneously:
* Finishing my batch blogging challenge
* Creating content for my ecourse [Batch Create & Automate Bootcamp]
(and also things like writing a birth plan, planning shopping trips for nipple
and pile creams, playing with marble run toys over and over, watching my
mum and son play, listening to brass bands, stuff like that, blah blah).

But you know what? I love working like this.
So during Tuesday's work session I set up the video studio aka laundry
basket in the bedroom in my parent's house (where we are currently living)
and started filming.
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Of which more coming soon.

But I just I HAVE to create things or I'd lose myself completely.
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The time I get to work is for me, sacred precious 'me time' - forget
'showering' or whatever it is women are supposed to think of as a luxury
indulgence nowadays.
Those few hours I get to spend using my brain in different ways, like right
now, I live for these moments.
So ANYWAY back to the batching challenge...
This week was to finish it all off and batch create my email newsletters,
corresponding to the blog posts I batch created in the last 2 weeks.
I DID IT!
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I was a bit lax this week. I left it mostly until the last day, thinking 'oh I've got
loads of time to finish this off and I can batch those emails really quickly'.
So it comes round to Friday's 2.5 hours and I have to psyche myself up to
FINISH IT. Like I literally said to myself "COME ON!!!" before sitting down to
work and gave myself a good talking to.
I have to do this often when I batch, because I'm focusing on one task my
brain rebels and wants to do lots of other things but I'm like: I know your
game, brain, GET TO WORK you can play later alright?
Also, having publicly told everyone I'm doing this batching challenge is a big
motivator to actually you know, finish the job (there's a lesson there).
So my 4 week batching challenge is complete and another batching
challenge begins - to create the ecourse content before baby arrives.
IT'S A RACE AGAINST TIME!
I'll let you know how I get on.
Catherine
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AFTER THE BATCHING CHALLENGE...
HOW I'M BATCH CREATING MY ECOURSE
Click to see how I'm batch creating the Batch create & automate Bootcamp
content! (2.14 mins)

I started creating content for my e-course two weeks ago!
3 weeks before my second baby is due.
...and it's coming together nicely. Here's a short tip and sneak peek as to
how I'm creating the videos for the course.
By the way, here's what the view is on the other side of the camera!
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Yep I sat on that chair with my notes balanced on a chair + 3 boxes with a
camera on a laundry basket + easel in the bedroom. GLAMOROUS!
There is no point waiting until you have the perfect conditions to
create something.
The perfect time is now.
I'll let you know how I'm getting on with it all... baby permitting (because
basically this is me right now):
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WELL… I HAD MY BABY!
A girl... called Holly. :)

What a wild ride that was!
(Literally a 'wild ride' in the car on the way to the Hospital, but that's
another story)
I thought I'd send you a quick update into how things are with me, what I've
learned so far and how I'm thinking I'll get anything done with a new baby
to look after.
1) LAST WEEK OF PREGNANCY: WINDING DOWN
Up until about week 39 of my pregnancy I'd felt feeling extremely driven and
motivated to create as much as I could in the spare moments I had, almost
in a state of manic creation!
As you know, I'd already batch blogged for my hiking website so that was all
sorted (yay!). But there was still work to be done!
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I worked on content and the sales page for my Batch Blogging e-course, and
I did most of it, although I didn't quite manage to finish it yet.
But even though I hadn't finished the course content, when it got close to
my 'due date', I felt myself starting to wind down and do less. I felt myself
withdrawing, preserving my strength and winding down to prepare for what
was coming! And so, I went with it.
This involved resting a lot, knitting, waiting, having massages, sleeping as
much as possible, and listening to relaxing mp3s from The Calm Birth
School. I let my family (luckily I have them nearby me now) take some of the
strain, by taking my 3 year old to some of his activities, while I stayed at
home and rested up.
Sometimes it's important to accept your body's natural rhythms and
not push push push yourself all the time.

Even if you DO have free time to work sometimes you CAN'T make yourself
do it... and your brain or body tells you to do something else instead.
(Especially when you have a big event coming up to prepare for!)
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2) AND THEN... SHE WAS HERE.

...And we bring her home and we all adjust, recalibrate, and the dust settles.
...We create the 'new normal'.
My planning post baby was essentially a big blank space for at least a month
or two months after she was born. I knew I could disappear down a 'black
hole' of baby stuff, both amazing and challenging.. and I had no idea what I
would be capable of or able to achieve in the first two months after her
birth. So, planning for productivity was difficult.
When would I have energy and capability to create, work, write, make
videos again? I had no idea.
I'd actually prepared for the hardest postnatal experience of my life because my first time was unbelievably intense and challenging.
For example, I'd prepared for sleep deprivation on a massive scale.
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In fact, I was amazed to learn that THIS baby (as opposed to my first):
• Sleeps for more than 30 minutes at a time
• Sleeps for 3-4 hours at a time at night (trust me this is AMAZING, so I
"only" wake up 3 times a night instead of a billion, which means I don't
want to kill myself in the morning!)
• Will continue to sleep having been put down on the bed... (mostly)
• Doesn't cluster feed (that's almost constant breastfeeding) between
5pm and 1am like my other child did...
...so far anyway. Things might change but that's how it's looking so far.
And as for myself, postnatal recovery was faster and easier than I expected,
too:
• I was able to give birth without interventions unlike my first time
(induced, epidural, forceps, episiotomy) - yay for doulas! - and I
seemed to recover my strength more quickly
• I had a tear + stitches but unlike last time, when I had to sit on packs
of ice all day, they stopped feeling sore within a week
• I feel my strength returning... and it's amazing to be able to do
ordinary things like WALK at a normal speed, lie on my back, turn over
and stand up normally and do some gentle yoga. Woohoo! It really
makes you appreciate the little things.
• Breastfeeding is easy and doesn't hurt at all... unlike last time when
things hurt A LOT at first.
• Obviously, there's less of a learning curve, and I'm probably more
confident and relaxed, which makes the whole thing easier.

So not only is the baby 'easier', I feel surprisingly good, too.
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My key takeaway from this is:
You never know what your birth and this baby will be like until they
arrive... so don't assume anything about 'getting things done' until
you've all got to know each other a bit.
It could be easier than expected, leaving you free to bounce back and work
fairly quickly, or it could be the hardest thing you've ever done, leaving you
no time and energy for many weeks or months.
Actually I'd always say if you're planning for productivity after a baby, plan
for the worst case scenario. It's not pessimism, it's sensible.
So now I know both a) how she is and b) how I feel... I'm starting to think
about getting stuff DONE. Woohoo!
And a big part of this is...
3) NURTURING MY ENERGY
My postnatal plan for recovery was BIG on self-care and I feel it's really
important for productivity to keep this up and to REALLY look after myself.
Maintaining my energy includes:
• Taking vitamins and iron tablets (apparently this helps with sleep
deprivation)
• Drinking LOTS of water (I find this hard normally, so I have to make a
special effort. I bought a new nice, big bottle for this purpose)
• Accepting help and not doing chores around the house e.g. breakfast
in bed, not cooking or cleaning (I'm so lucky to have help around the
house from family). If I wasn't living with family right now, and if it was
only myself + my partner, I would definitely consider hiring a postnatal
doula + help with cleaning, cooking, etc.
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• Eating healthy snacks (and having a tub by the bed for midnight, + 3am
+ 5am snacking). Such as: apricots (good for iron levels), prunes (good
for... er... other things), nuts, dried fruit etc. I am also eating a lot of
cake, but that's another matter!
• Smoothies: for energy. Usually includes: banana, frozen berries,
almond milk, honey, almond butter. I am adding a superfood
supplment to the mixture, although you should probably check if
you're breastfeeding to see if it's safe. I actually can't say if the
smoothie makes a real difference but it FEELS like it does so I don't
care if it's a placebo effect because it makes me feel like I'm imbibing
energy into me.
• I am going to get some massages but haven't got around to it yet...
(note to self: BOOK THEM)
• Extremely gentle yoga for 5 minutes when I have a moment. My mat is
out by my bed.
• Going to bed EARLY to get as much sleep as possible.
To be as productive as possible you have to take care of yourself and
give your body as much energy as you can. What you do during the rest
of the day affects your productivity levels.
4) THOUGHTS ON PRODUCTIVITY WITH A BABY
Life After Holly... how will I get things done now?
Well... it's not impossible. I'm writing this email to you while she's sleeping
on my lap.
The other day, it looked like this:
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I used to do a lot of writing while my son was nursing, so I know I can do
that too if I can get into a comfortable position.
Here's how I think I'll need to get things done now:
• Keep it Simple. (I admit I find this really hard and try to cram in too
many goals into one month. I REALLY need to learn the art of KISS)
• Don't overcommit. Maybe one small thing to achieve per day? e.g.
send an email, create a video, finish a webpage?
• Get used to working in MICRO CHUNKS (say, 20, 30 minutes while the
baby naps) rather than blocks of 2/3 hours. Get used to interruptions
(nappy changes, etc).
• Get things I need for working set up and out (laptop, camera, pen,
paper etc) so I can get straight to work when the time is right
• Faster Formats: e.g. would it be easier for me to make a video rather
than write an email? Is there an easier way for me to achieve the same
outcome?
• Batching as much as I can in my life in general to help me find time to
work on my projects.
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These are just some initial thoughts... I'll let you know how 'MICRO CHUNKS'
is working out for me and if things change!
5) NEXT UP!
I want to create THIS for you next. Yes it's free! I'll send you more details
when it's starting!

Baby is still sleeping and I managed to write this email. Yay!
I'll be touch, in the meantime please join my Facebook group for more
informal updates and insights on getting things done.
Bye for now!
Catherine
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POST BABY #TOOTIREDTOBLOG
Midnight... 1am... 2.30am... 5am...

I should rename this Too TIRED to Blog.

I expected this sleep deprivation with a newborn but hadn't quite realised it
would be my 3 year old that would be causing the majority of the
sleeplessness... last night the cause of his waking was a cough, other days,
well he just wakes up at 5am now apparently... :-(

Babies are easy, it seems right now... all you have to do to entertain a 4
week old is wave a blank piece of paper in front of their face* and it's the
most exciting thing ever... 3 year olds, well that's a lot more complex... (*got
to feel sorry for second children really)
Anyway... getting things done when you're sleep deprived and busy is a
challenge for sure.
Here's how I'm working on it at the moment:
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JUST ONE THING.
One thing per day to get done (mainly one thing to put out into the world).
Just one.
I can do that!
As usual... I spend most of my time planning and ruthlessly prioritising and
so now I've got a list of one thing to get done per day over the next few
weeks.

I'm sending you the free 5 day batching challenge next week, and then the
week after, promoting the Batch Create & Automate Bootcamp.
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..and of course running my other hiking blog, which will be straightforward
because as you know I've already batched created the blog posts before I
had my baby and they just need publishing and promoting. Ta Da!

So, yeah, just one thing...
Mainly, the "one thing" is going to be 'write and send a useful email' - just
like this one.
(Usually an email like this takes about 30 minutes, give or take.)
But the one thing strategy is flexible - some days I might be able to do two
things and get ahead! And some days I might not be able to do anything,
and it won't be the end of the world.
So you'll see how this goes I guess because you're on the receiving end of it!
Strategy recap:
Just one thing + micro work blocks - because my days of 2 hour
uninterrupted power work sessions while nursery happens are...
....hang on a second...

*nappy change break*
where was I oh yeah:
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...they are OVER
In the meantime here are a couple of things that I've discovered lately that
I'm finding exciting from a batching point of view (and if you've done the
Wealth Dynamics personality test, are totally giving me a LORDgasm right
now):
1. OH HAPPY DAY! Buffer now works with Instagram! So I can batch create
images in advance and queue them up to be approved in a schedule BRILLIANT, this will make Instagram SO much easier to manage.
2. I've worked out a way to post customised (i.e. unique, not
automatically generated) perpetual/evergreen updates to my
Facebook page *with images* for free... I've been trying a few options
with my hiking website Facebook page and think I've managed to come up
with a hack that makes it work... I'll be teaching this in the Bootcamp course!
Right - that's all I wanted to share today really, my "just one thing" strategy
for when you're too tired and exhausted to think straight.
Try it!
Now then... this email is finished... I might have the energy to actually do
two things... I think I'll try batch creating some Instagram images now... and
see how many I can do before I have to get back here:
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The 4 week old loves the bunting by the way. She smiles at it every time
she's there!
Bye for now!

Catherine
toobusytoblog.co.uk
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WANT TO BATCH BLOG WITH ME?
The Too Busy to Blog: Batch Create and Automate Bootcamp is open for
enrolment now! This e-course is for you if you want to superpower your
blog, build up a bank of blog posts, automate your social media, so you can
put your blog on autopilot while you create more awesome stuff, live life,
look after the baby, and be astonishingly productive with little time.

CLICK For more information!

(c) Catherine Redfern
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